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Integral Representations for the Vacuum Expectation Value
of Three Scalar Local Fields

by Gunnar Källen and John Toll*)
Department of Theoretical Physics, University of Lund, Sweden

Summary. The integral formula of S. Bergman and A. Weil for the representation
of an analytic function of several complex variables is applied to the vacuum

expectation value of three scalar local fields. Several versions of the result are
given. The various formulae are connected with each other by integral transformations

(Hankel transforms). One of the versions reads

oo 3 co 3

F(z) / *a ]JAX (zk, ak) J dr E V«(«. ') fi (*• ').
0 A-l 0 i-0

ft. ,\- tog (-™i)-log (r-z2)-log (r-za)W'V- -
rz1+(r-Zi)(r-AÄ, ' <**"

log (y-^ + log (r-zt)+ log (r-z3)-log (-^)-log (-za)-log (-%)
0 ' r2-r(z1 + z2 + z3) + z1z2 + z1z3 + z2z3

The functions y>t(a, r) are arbitrary weight functions. It is assumed that both the
weights and the function F(z) are sufficiently bounded at infinity. The three terms
above with i 1, 2 or 3 can be related to simple Feynman diagrams, while we
have not been able to find such an interpretation of the remaining term.

Introduction
Consider the vacuum expectation value of three scalar fields A(x),

B(x') and C(x")

FABC (x - x', *' - *") <0 | A(x) B(x') C(x") | 0>

- £pjf*P*P' eMX-Xr) + r™GABC(P2, P'2, (P - P')2) 0(P) 0(P').(1)

The physical requirement that every eigenvalue of the energy momentum
operators of the theory is time-like with positive energy implies that the
function GABC(p2, p'2, (p — p')2) is different from zero only when both p2
and p'2 are negative (we use the metric with p2 p2 — p\, etc.) and
when (p - p')2 > ((- p2)1'2 - (- p'2)1'2)2. These properties of G ensure
that the function F is the boundary value of an analytic function FABC(zk)

regular in a domain bounded by the following analytic hypersurfacesx)2)

*) John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation Fellow 1958-1959, on leave
from Department of Physics, University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland (USA).
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(i) The 2-,-cut and the z2-cut, i.e. the two analytic hypersurfaces zk r;
r > 0 and k 1 or 2.

(ii) The analytic hypersurface F12 defined by z3 zx + z2 + r + (ZxZ2)lr;

r > 0 (relevant only when Im zx • Im z2 > 0).
(iii) The analytic hypersurface S defined by z3 ^(1 — k) + z2(l — ljk) ;

k > 0 (relevant only when Im zx • Im z2 < 0).

Here, ^ — (* — x')2, z2= — (x — x")2 and z3 — (*' — *")2 and the
physical values of F are obtained as the boundary values for * — *' and
*' — *" having infinitesimal imaginary parts in the back ward light cone.
The analyticity domain for F is the intersection of the domains bounded
by these hypersurfaces and such that the points with zk — xk and
X(x) x% + x\ + x\ — 2 Xx x2 — 2 x2 x3 — 2 % x3 < 0 are inside the domain.
Obviously, this domain is a natural domain of holomorphy2). If we
consider a 'local' theory, i.e. a theory where all field operators commute for
space-like separations, the analyticity domain of F is much larger than
the domain described above. This large domain is also known and is
bounded by the following analytic hypersurfaces1).

(iv) The Zj.-cuts with k 1, 2 or 3.

(v) The analytic hypersurfaces Fkl defined by y — rzm + |/V — zk- Yr — zl
0. Here, ris a positive, real number. All square roots are defined to

have positive real parts. This convention is easily shown to be equivalent
to the sign conventions for the imaginary parts of zk given in KW.
Further, k, I, and m are all different, and range over 1, 2 and 3 in any
permutation.
(vi) The analytic hypersurface g defined by ]/r — zt • ]/r — z2 • j/r — z3 +
+ |X Zx • y— z2 ¦ jX z3 0 ; r > 0. The square roots are defined as above.

As earlier, our domain is the intersection of the domains bounded by
these hypersurfaces and such that every point inside the earlier domain
is also inside the new domain. For brevity, we call the domain described
in (i), (ii) and (iii) $R and the domain described in (iv), (v) and (vi) U. It
can be shown that U is the holomorphy envelope of the union of 501 and
two other domains obtained from 9JÎ by permutations of the variables zkx).

If a function GABC fulfilling the conditions mentioned above concerning
p2, p'2 and (p — p')2 but otherwise arbitrary is substituted in (1), the
function FABC obtained in this way is, in general, analytic in 931 but not in
U. In this paper we want to give a representation of the most general
function analytic in H (and sufficiently bounded at infinity). This
representation must contain a completely arbitrary weight function
integrated over a certain kernel. Every function analytic in H must correspond
to at least one possible weight function. Conversely, every weight must
give a function analytic in U.
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I. The Bergman-Weil Integral
There is one systematic approach available for a representation of the

kind indicated above, viz. the integral representation of S. Bergman and
A. Weil for a function of several complex variables, analytic in a domain
bounded by analytic hypersurfaces. This integral is a generalization of the
conventional Cauchy representation and reads for n variables zt s\

¦k

F^ lAAïr J •••] #!•••#»F®D(*-£>• W

D(z, C) Det | q*(z, C) |. (2a)

The integration in (2) is performed over an «-dimensional manifold, which
is a subset of the 2n— 1 dimensional boundary of the domain. This manifold,

which is called the 'distinguished boundary', consists of the common
intersection of n out of all the analytic hypersurfaces that make up the
boundary of the analyticity domain. In general, this manifold is made up
of several disconnected parts and the integral in (2) is the sum over all
such pieces. To each boundary surface labelled by the index k is attached
a set of «-functions qf(z, £) fulfilling the identity

n

E (C, - *,) ??(*, 0 1, (3)

as long as f lies on the k : th analytic hypersurface. Further, all the q\ have
to be analytic functions of z as long as the point z lies inside the analyticity
domain and f lies on the k : th boundary surface. The existence of such
functions qkt can be generally proved when the boundary is made up of
pieces of analytic hypersurfaces. For the particular boundary we have
here, a set of functions q\ is explicitly constructed below. Perhaps it is
worth while mentioning that these functions are not unique (for n > 1)

but that there exists an infinite number of sets of functions q\ for a given
domain. Finally, F(f) in (2) is the boundary value of the function F(z)
when z approaches the point f on the distinguished boundary.

It can be remarked that the formula (2) reduces to the conventional
Cauchy integral for the special case n 1. In that case, the sum in (2)
consists of only one term and q is uniquely given as (f — z)~x. Therefore,
(2) becomes just a conventional Cauchy integral. We also remark that
in the case when the analyticity domain can be described as a 'topological
product' of n one dimensional domains, Eq. (2) reduces to an iterated
Cauchy integral. In this case, every boundary surface depends on only
one of the n variables z (cf. the boundaries (i) and (iv) in the introduction)
and it is possible to choose qf ôkl(Çt — z,)-1. Consequently, the
determinant (2a) is a product of simple Cauchy denominators and Eq. (2) is
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just an «-fold Cauchy integral. In this way, we can understand (2), (2a)
and (3) as a generalization of the Cauchy integral to the case when the
domain is bounded by general analytic hypersurfaces.

We devote the rest of this section to an explicit construction of functions

q\ for the boundary surfaces of U4).
For the cuts zk r we can use the result above and choose

lì àkl[Ç, - z,)-K
For the boundaries F'hl we proceed in the following way. When the

point f lies on the surface we have

^-rCm + ^r-Ck-]/r~C, 0; (4)

(Here, and hereafter in this paper m, k and I are all different and range
over 1, 2 and 3 in any permutation.)
and, consequently,

)/ - rzm + j/r - zk ¦ jX - zl - / - rCm - |X - Ck • |X - C,h ¦ ir -

yj -rzm + yjr-zk-}ji
(5)

We can think of the surface as being parametrized by two of the three
complex numbers f and by the real number r. The remaining coordinate £

is then a function of the given numbers as shown in Eq. (4). We then
proceed to write the left hand side of (5) as

'(X-X

+ f~-l$ + I (i/

i(f

X^m+ XXr
1 \/~7-Jl+]/7-Tl
2 p-Zk+^-tk

+ (Ck +

4. (!¦ ,\ X Vr-Zk + Vr-Jk+ {Cl ~ l) ~* TXxTx^r •

Combining (5) and (6) we find, that it is possible to choose

(6)

qkl
j. |/ r

Nki \/-*m+y-c;m

rf- 1 1 yr-zt + yr-h
"m 2 yr^Zje+yr-ck

?X
1 1 |/r-^t+|/r-Ç,.

^H 2 l/>--^4-|/»--Cî

#« ]/ -rzm + )/r-zk ¦)jr-zl

(7a)

(7b)

(7c)

(7d)
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Obviously, this result is not unique. It is, e.g., possible to modify the

numerator in (7b) from 1/2 (]/r — Zi + \jr — £() to j/r — zt if, at the same

time, the numerator in (7c) is changed to J/V — t,k. However, the choice

(7a)-(7d) above is the most symmetric expression that can be obtained in
this way. (Other possible functions qk of entirely different form, e.g.,
utilizing logarithms instead of square roots, can also be given.)

An entirely similar argument gives the following expressions for the
qf related to the surface g mentioned under (vi) in the introduction

+ /r-C,/r-Cm) + fr - £, f - 7m + ]/'r - zrfr - Cm] 4

[2 (l/3^ f^m + Ç^ti j/X^, +
1

(8a)

N% ^r-Zx^r--z2^r-z3 + ^ -Zx^ -z2]j -z3. (8b)

As above, other expressions which are less complicated from the
algebraic point of view but also less symmetric in the variables z and £ can be
found.

II. The Distinguished Boundary of If and the Bergman-Weil Integral
for F(z)

The distinguished boundary of our domain is defined as the common
three dimensional intersection of three out of the seven analytic
hypersurfaces that constitute our boundary. At this point, a complication
arises. E. g., if we ask for the intersection of the Zj-cut, the z2-cot and one
of the surfaces F'kb we find that z3 is also real on this intersection and that
it may be positive. This means, that four of our boundary surfaces have a
common three dimensional intersection. Normally, this intersection
should only have been two dimensional. Therefore, the Bergman-Weil
integral formula is not directly applicable in the form (2). We handle this
complication by displacing the surfaces F'kl slightly, so as to disentangle
these degenerate intersections. Next, we write down the Bergman-Weil
integral for the modified domain and, afterwards, go to the limit where
the surfaces F'u are put back in their original positions5).

We then remark, that, e.g., the surface F[2 is relevant only when the
imaginary parts of Zj and z2 have the same sign while the imaginary part
of z3 has the opposite sign. Further, when this is the case, Fx'2 never intersects

any other boundary surface except the cutsi). Finally, there are
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really two disconnected pieces of F12 in the boundary, one piece with the
imaginary part of, say, zx positive and the other piece with the imaginary
part of Zx negative. As these two pieces are entirely disconnected, we are
at liberty to displace the surface F12 in different ways in the two cases. We
choose to take as our displaced surface

z3 (1 + is) Zx + z2 ; Im Zx • Im z2 > 0,
(9)

Im Zx •Imzj< 0, lm zx • Im [z3 (1 + te)] < 0,

where the real number e is positive when Im zt is negative and negative
otherwise6). The intersection of this displaced surface and the Zj- and z2-

cuts is shown in Figure 1 for the case, that Im fj > 0. The relevant part

r=min(?.,5

Fig. 1

The intersection ^-cut fl fa-cut fi F'12 shown in the £3-plane

of the surface F12 is here given by a straight line from the origin and into
the lower half plane with a slope given by — (1 + i e)_1- As the two ^'s
belonging to the two cuts are diagonal, the determinant in (2a) reduces to
the simple product

D(z, C)
(ti ?" (*; f ; r).

-f [?:

i) (ta-**)

3 - Ci - u+fmi.
^(C) (C3-Ci-C3)2-4C1C2,

(10)

(10a)

(10b)

where we have explicitly indicated the dependence of q12 on r. Note, in
particular, the sign in front of the square root in (10a). In the limit when
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e goes to zero we get the following contribution to the Bergman-Weil
integral

7 W / (ti-^U) q? (Z; + + + ; r) F{+ + +)- (11)

The symbol F(+ ++) indicates the boundary value of F(z) which is
obtained when all three complex numbers £A have an infinitesimal, positive
imaginary part. The three plus signs in q\2 have a similar meaning for the
variables £. The domain of integration in (11) is given by £x and £2 each

ranging independently over the positive real axis from 0 to oo, while £3

ranges over the negative real axis from — oo to 0. We denote this domain
by T3 and are later going to use the notations Tx and T2 for domains
defined in an analogous way. In a similar way we also get a contribution
from the other piece of F12 where all signs of the imaginary parts are
changed. However, this term appears with a negative sign as all complex
integrations have to be done in a positive sense. The total contribution
2J2, from this part of the distinguished boundary, viz. the common
intersection of F'12, the zrcut and the z2-cut becomes

^~^/ (tx-*L*>) ^fr +++;0*(+++>-
T

-q?{z; ;r)F( )].

For the particular function q™ given in Eq. (7a), the boundary value does
not depend on the way in which the variables £,. approach their boundaries
(at least not as long as £ e T3). Therefore, Eq. (12) can be simplified to

^ - w/ (tx^bj^ f>r) [F(+++) - *<—>}•(12a)

The expression (12) is always correct while (12a) may be wrong for
another set of functions q\2.

We next consider the intersection zx-cut fl z3-cut f\ F'12. Two typical
cases of this intersection are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. A detailed
discussion similar to the one given above yields the following contribution
from this part of the distinguished boundary

7" ëW (t^nl^) ^ (*; ++-; r'} F(++-

(12)

12»)' J (ti-*i)(t8-*3)

-qf(z;—+;r')F(—+ ;/)]-
[ql2(z;++-;r)F(+ +-;r)-

~q?(z;—+;r)F(—+;r)],

(13)

1

K, - £1 - £2 - |/A(0 ] -^ > r. (13a)
2
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The first term in Eq. (13) contains an integration over the domain T2
defined above and an integration over the domain X>i defined as follows.
In X>i all the £A are positive and fulfill the inequality £j > ((/£2 + j/£3)2.
Other domains T>k are defined in a similar way and used below. The
appearance of the domain F2 in the integration requires no further ex-

n

r=0

Fig. 2

The intersection fj-cut 0 C3-cut fi F'12 shown in the f2-plane for the case
Re f, < Re Ç3; Im fx > 0

Fig. 3

The intersection Jx-cut fi f3-cut fi F[2 shown in the f2-plane t°r the case

ReCi> Re C3; Im f, > 0

planation. The appearance of this term is clearly shown both in Figure 2
and Figure 3. The domain Dt is shown as a 'sling' in Figure 3 for £x > £3.

As is seen in Figure 3, this domain appears twice in the integration, one
contribution corresponding to the upper 'shore' in Figure 3 and the other
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contribution steming from the lower part of the sling. The values of r for
the two parts differ in the sign in front of the square root }/A(£) in Eqs.
(13a) and (10a). Obviously, the upper part of the sling corresponds to the
bigger value of r (cf. Fig. 3). The second integral in Eq. (13) corresponds
to the lower part of the sling. In Eq. (13) we have denoted the two
boundary values of F(z) with F(+-\—; /) and F(+-\—; r) respectively.
This is done to take into consideration the possibility that the function
F(z) might have different boundary values on the two parts of the sling.
In practical applications, this might not be the case. When the boundary
value of F(z) is the same on both cases, Eq. (13) can be somewhat simplified

in so far as the terms containing ql2 with the same value of £ but
different values of r can be lumped together.

For the particular functions qkl shown in Eqs. (7) it is not possible to
simplify Eq. (13) in a way similar to the simplification which led from
Eq. (12) to Eq. (12a). In T>x one has £2 < r < £x. Therefore, the square
root j/r — £j in the denominator has different values when £j is located on
different sides of its cut.

The two expressions (12) and (13) can be considered as typical
examples of contributions Ihkr to the Bergman-Weil integral. All in all,
there are nine integrals of this kind. By symmetry arguments one finds
that they can be written in the following two standard forms

7^x^-yitx^(txx-[*;c-^(^
- <&*; U r) F(£_)],

(14a)

and

- qf(z; £_; /) F(£_; /)] -
-w/(tfe-^l-*m)^^-)^-)-

- cftl(z; £_; r) F(£_; r)].

(14b)

The symbol £+ in (14a) and (14b) indicates that the point £ approaches
the distinguished boundary in such a way that £t and f, both lie above the
real axis while £m is located just below the real axis. For £_ the situation
is reversed. When the integration goes over the domain Tt it does not
matter from which side £( approaches the negative real axis.

We now turn to a discussion of that part of the distinguished boundary
which is related to the surface g. For g to be relevant one has to have the
same sign for all imaginary parts of zk. As before, the two cases when all
imaginary parts are positive and when they all are negative, correspond
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to two disconnected pieces of the boundary. In this case also, we have the

complication that the surface g and the three cuts have a common, three-
dimensional intersection. Therefore, we displace $f as before and do it in
different ways in the two cases. We find it convenient to define our
displaced surface from

z3(l + ie)= (iZlàlzAè ; lmzkAmZx>0,f— z^ — z%

Im [zs (1 + is)] • Im Zx > 0, (15)

where the sign of e is the same as the sign of the imaginary parts of zk.

The different intersections zrcut fl zrcut fl g are illustrated in
Figures 4-6. A discussion, entirely similar to the argument above, gives

r=max(5,Sj)

Fig. 4

The intersection Çrcut fi t2-cut fi g shown in the f3-plane for the case Im t,k > 0

the following contribution to the Bergman-Weil integral from this part
of the distinguished boundary

-'12
•1

-qf(z;Ur')F(U]
(16a)

/5 i_
23 (2mf

Ti+Ss-Sj
(t2-*a) (ts-*s)

[qf(z; £+; r') F(£+; r')

+ (2 ni)3 J (t,-*s) (ts-*»)
3>3-3>i

- q?(x; £_; r') F(Cr, /)] +

[qf(z; £+; r) F(£+; r) -
- q?(z; £_; r) F(£_; r)]

(16b)
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/
«•£

2 3

Z^
r=r.

Fig. 5

The intersection fa-cut fi £3-cut f 5 shown in the fj-plane for the case Im £j. > 0;
Re £, > Re Ça

£^ r-»
r=S

Fig. 6

The intersection f2-cut fi f3-cut fi 5 shown in the Jj-plane for the case Im t,k > 0;
Re Ca < Re fa

r =|[£1 + £2 + £3-}/A(£)])

/ i- [£x + £2 + £3 + ]/!(£)] >

(16c)

(16d)

Apart from the two terms exhibited in (16a) and (16b) there is one more
contribution to the Bergman-Weil integral from this part of the
distinguished boundary, which should be denoted by lf3. This term is

completely analogous to the contribution 2|| in (16b) and is obtained from
that expression by a permutation of the indices 1 and 2. The two terms in
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(16b) are integrated over a domain which is denoted by D3 — Dx. By
this we mean that we integrate over the two domains £>3 and 3)x but that
the contribution from the last domain is given a negative sign. The other
notations in Eqs. (16) are then self explanatory.

We note that there are two integrals over the domain X)3 in 2|j and that
there are two corresponding integrals in If3. If we add corresponding
terms in lf3 to each term in If. and then use the identity (3) under the
integral sign, once for the terms for r and again for the terms /, we find
that the sum of the two integrals reduces to an expression which is
completely analogous to the two terms which are integrated over î)x and î)2.
In this way, the sum of the terms If} is completely symmetric under a

permutation of the indices 1, 2 and 3 in spite of the unsymmetric
displacement (15) of the surface $• The total contribution from this part of
the distinguished boundary now becomes a sum of six terms, all of which
can be written in one or the other of the following two standard forms

(17a)
7- (WI (tXXTt^J *: ^r>) F{^ -

- ?f (z; £_; r') F(£_)]

*> " 12W I (ÏI-/L-ZJ ^ f- 1 F^ r) -
^k

- qf(z; £+; r) F(£+; r) - qf(z; £_; r') F(£_; r') + | (17b)

+ qf(z; Cr, r) F(£_; r)].

Note that the symbols £+ and £_ in Eqs. (16) and (17) have a different
meaning from before and now indicate, that all variables t,k lie either
above or below the real axis.

The rest of the distinguished boundary is empty as neither the relevant
parts of the three cuts nor any two of the more complicated surfaces ever
intersect except in manifolds of lower dimension. (E.g., the three cuts do
intersect on a three dimensional set, but this intersection is irrelevant
since it lies outside the domain U and touches the domain only on the two
dimensional subset where these three cuts intersect one of the other
surfaces, even after distortions, that is where one of the zk is zero). We thus
have the following representation of the most general function F(z)
regular in U and sufficiently bounded at infinity.

F(z) =27 (2« + m + it) +E(Tl + 4J - (i»)
k<l h-l

where the various integrals I are defined in Eqs. (14) and (17).
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The representation (18) contains the boundary value of the function
F(z) on the distinguished boundary as a weight function. As has already
been remarked earlieri), the distinguished boundary consists of only
'physical points' and (18) allows an explicit computation of the value of
the function F(z) in an arbitrary point inside the regularity domain U
when the values in these physical points are known. Therefore, no knowledge

of a function in some 'unphysical region' is necessary for an
application of this formula. The actual evaluation of the integrals 2 above
might, of course, be very complicated.

We also want to remark that, if we substitute an arbitrary weight
function (decreasing sufficiently rapidly at infinity to make the integrals
convergent) in (18) instead of the boundary values of F(z), the resulting
function can have no singularities except on the cuts and where the
functions q\ are non-analytic, i. e. on or beyond the boundary of U. Therefore,

an arbitrary weight, substituted in (18) yields a function regular at
least in U. However, it must not be supposed that this function has the
given weight as boundary value. In general, this will not be the case. This
phenomenon is quite analogous to the behaviour of the conventional
Cauchy integral where an arbitrary weight function gives an analytic
function, the boundary value of which is, in general, not equal to the
given weight.

III. Alternative Versions of the Integral Representation (18)
The discussion in the previous section has provided us with an integral

representation of the most general function F(z) regular in our domain U
and sufficiently bounded at infinity. However, for practical applications
this formula (Eq. (18)) is somewhat involved, but it can be simplified to a
certain extent if we are willing to introduce one more integration and to
write our representation as an integral over four variables instead of
three. To see this, we observe that the dependence on zk in every term of
(18) can be written in the form (£j. — zk)~x (£z — zf)-1 q(z, £) where the q's
are given by Eqs. (7) and (8). (Cf. Eqs. (14) and (17).) Closer inspection
shows that the q's themselves can be written in the form A-1 Q(z, £)

where Q(z, £) is a function which is regular, analytic in the topological
product of the cut planes in the variables zk. The denominators N are
given by Eqs. (7d) and (8b). It follows that the kernel in each term of (18)

can be written as A-1 Q(z, £) where Q(z, £) is another function regular in
the whole cut planes and behaving at infinity not worse than (zx z2 z3)"i'2.
Such a function can be represented in the form

oo oo oo
¦ ô(z n f f f dUl da*da* P{-ak' ® (191VK ' JJJ (a1-z1)(a2-z2)(az-z3) ' *¦ '
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where the weight P(a, £) is given by an 'iterated jump' of the function
Q(z, £). As an example, we can look at the kernel in Eq. (12), where
ci2 is given by Eq. (7a). For this case we get

l (/7
Q(*. A

P(a, £)

(ti-
Yra3

l) (t,- zè y --z3 + l/-ta
ô(a1 - Hx) ô(a2 --Q -&(- £

«3-ts

(20a)

(20b)

The factor &(— £3), which is 1 for negative £3 and vanishes for positive £3,

is inserted so that this particular P(a, £, r) will be non-zero only in T3,
which is the only domain in which q\2 appears in the integral. Similarly
the terms in (18) involving ql2(z; + + — ; r) can be taken care of by
defining P(a, £+, r) appropriately in the domain where £ e î)x and
0 < r < ]/Cx £2- The terms involving q22(z; -H— ; /) can be treated in the
same way by setting / r and defining P(a, £+, r) appropriately in the
domain £ g T2 + £)x and r > j/£x £2. The other terms in (18) can be
handled in a similar way and the corresponding weights computed, but
the results are uninteresting for our applications and we do not want to
give the details. After a treatment of this kind, all terms involving, e.g.,
ql2 can be represented with the aid of the expression (AX2)_1 Q. The

function Q is given by (19) above, where, however, the weight P is the
sum of the expression (20b) and other similar contributions coming from
the other terms in (18). The net result is that the whole function F(z) in
(18) can now be represented in the following form

F(z) f d3a

K-*i) («2- '2) \a3 z3.

Ak. r)

dr <Px(ak' r)

X(**. r)

N2(zk, r)

Nx(h, r) -

<p3(ak' r)
N3(zk, r)

<Po(ak. r)
No(zk' r) ¦]¦

A, cycl.

N0(zk, : N%(zk, r)

<Pi(ak- r)
1

~(2 nA

Ar
"dX [ö : y(Cb £x - £2 + /A(0))-

d-£2 im)) ] •

[P(ak, £+, r) F(£+, r) + P(ak, £_, r) F(£_, r)], etc.

(21)

(21a)

(21b)

(21c)

The integration over £ in (21c) goes over the whole distinguished boundary.

This expression has the same property as the formula (18), viz. that
every function F(z) regular in U and sufficiently bounded at infinity can
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be represented in this way. Further, an arbitrary set of weight functions
cp,(ak, r) (also sufficiently bounded at infinity) yields a function F(z)
regular in U when substituted into (21). However, we presumably have
the same lack of uniqueness in (21) as in (18), viz. that the same function
F(z) can presumably be represented by an infinite number of weights
<pMk, *)¦

We can give several alternative versions of the expression above. First
of all, the Cauchy denominators can be replaced by functions A2+)(z, a)

if we perform a Hankel transform in the variable ak. The function zl2+) is
the conventional singular function with positive frequencies defined by

4+>(z, «) • H" {ï_az) - X F»fa< (22a)
»» v az ln J °~z' o

Ä(a,b)=*P- -*WhJÙff) (22b)
4?r %n yob

where Hp and /x are the conventional Hankel and Bessel functions of

order one. Formally, the function A (a, b) fulfills the relation
oo

J dÇÂ(a,Ç) Ä(C, b) =1X.%-J); a > 0, b > 0. (23)

o

Eq. (23) expresses the orthonormality relation between Bessel functions
usually exploited in connection with Hankel transforms7).

From (23) and (22a) we get the following representation of (a — z)_1
oo

16 n3 i f db A2+\z, b) A~(b, a). (23a)
a — z

o

If this representation of the Cauchy denominator is used in Eq. (21) we
find that the whole formula can be written as

\fx Jr\_ <k_ ^o_l
[Nx "*" N2^ N3^ N,]'

(24)

F(z) j d*aA[+\zx, ax) A2+\z2, a2) A2+\z3
0 oc

• J ir
o

The new weight functions cp{(ak, r) are related to the weights cp{(ak, r) in
Eq. (21) with the aid of the following set of formulae

oo „

y,(a, r) (16 n* if f d% JjA(ak, bk) cptf, r) (25a)

and

i

3

¥><(«. r) ^3- / i*b JJ A (ak, bk) $t(b, r). (25b)
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This alternative version is particularly interesting because of the following

remark. The expressions A"1 are themselves regular in U and,
consequently, have Fourier transforms with support only in or on the forward
light cones. Further, the Fourier transform of the product

nA+)(zk, ak)

k*i
is different from zero only when the two vectors p and p' fulfill the
conditions - p2 ^ (]/äi"+ iX,)2; — p'2 ^ (\/ch+ yä3)2. The Fourier transform

of F(z) is then a convolution integral of these two expressions.
Obviously, this convolution has the same support properties as the
Fourier transform of the product of the /l2+)-functions. Consequently, if
the range of integration of the variables ak is restricted to go from certain
lower limits a^0> to infinity, the Fourier transform of the function F (z) has

the support property that it vanishes unless —p2^ (J/X™ + ]/#3<0))2 and

— p'2 2i (|/«2(0) + LX3™)2. This remark is of interest if one is asking for a

representation of a function corresponding to the vacuum expectation
value of a product of three local fields where the details of the mass
spectrum is also taken into consideration. (Cf. KW p. 12.) Eq. (24) allows
us to write down examples of functions F(z) with the correct support
property in ^>-space and with singularities over the whole boundary of U
in *-space. This verifies that the restrictions following from the mass

spectrum do not change the domain of analyticity in *-space. However,
we have not been able to prove that every function with these support
properties in ^>-space and regular in M can necessarily be represented with
the aid of (24) with at least one set of weight functions <p{(a, r).

One further modification can also be mentioned. The denominators N{
an be sreplaced by other expressions obtained by multiplying N{ by
cfunction Xt regular and different from zero in the cut planes (and
suitably bounded at infinity). The following factors are of particular
interest in this connection.

Xi 7" ()/~ r2i ~Ìr -z2)jr - z3) [log (- rzx) -
- log (r - z2) - log(r - z3)]-i.

Two other functions A2 and A3 are defined in a similar way and can be
obtained from Ax after obvious permutations. Further,

(26a)

X. 7- {Ìr -Zx\/r- z2 )Jr-z3 -
- yX h jX z2 |X z3 [log (r - Zx) + log (r - z2) +

+ log (r - z3) - log (- Zx) - log (- z2) - log (- z,)]-1.

(26b)
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The square roots are defined as before and the logarithms are made
unique by the prescription — n ^ Im log ^ n. As these factors X{
have neither zeros nor singularities except on the positive real axes, the
whole expression (24) can be replaced by

o

3 y 3

VjA2+\zk,ak) / ir E
h=l { i=0

F(z) / dH IjA2+\zk, ak) f drË ?,(«. r) /,(*, r) (27)

fo(z, r)

f{ r) log (-r^-logfr-^-log (,-,,) d (27a)1V ' rZl+(r-z2) (r-z3) J v '

log (y- ^) + log (r- ^a) + log (y - £3) - log (-^) - log (-i2)-log (-.?.,)

r*-r(z1 + z2 + z3) + z1z2 + z1z3 + z2zî
(27b)

Various other modifications of these formulae are also possible. One can,
e.g., make a Hankel transform with respect to the variables a in (27) and
replace the Hankel functions Zl2+) by Cauchy denominators. One can also
make a Hankel transform with respect to the variable r in Eq. (27),
Eq. (24) or in Eq. (21). We do not want to write down in detail all the
possible modifications which can be obtained in this way. Of course, one
always assumes that the weight functions obtained after such formal
operations are sufficiently bounded to make the resulting integrals
convergent. If that is not the case, certain counter terms have to be added in
our representations, so as to make the integrals meaningful.

IV. Comparison with Perturbation Theory
The representation given above for a function F(z) analytic in the

domain U and sufficiently bounded at infinity has been obtained on the
basis of very general arguments. We have used the result of KW
concerning the shape of the domain U and the Bergman-Weil integral
technique for the representation of our function. This means that our
whole argument is based only on the assumptions of Lorentz invariance,
local commutativity and reasonable mass spectrum (cf. KW). As is well
known, the results obtained in this way are compatible with perturbation
theory, but the examples one has been able to construct from perturbation
theory have a domain of analyticity which is larger than the domain U.
In particular, it has so far been impossible to find any trace of the surface

5 in perturbation theory examples, while singularities can be obtained in
arbitrary points on the surfaces F'kl (cf. appendix III of KW).

In view of these facts it is tempting to try to relate the terms with
i 1, 2 and 3 in our representations to perturbation theory expressions.
As a matter of fact, it is possible to recognize the Hankel transform with
respect to the variable r of those three terms in the representation (27),

49 HPA 33, 8 (1960)
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which stem from the surfaces F'kl, as perturbation theory examples. For
this purpose, we consider nine scalar fields cf>x, ¦¦¦, cf>e, y>x, ...,ip3
interacting with the aid of the following Lagrangian

fi gì <f>i(x) Mx) Mx) + §2 bpi(x) <f>i(x) Mx) <t>i(x) + Ì

(28)
+ V>»(x) <f>x(x) <f>2(x) <j)h(x) + y>3(x) (f>2(x) tf>3(x) 06(*)] J

The fields cf>{ have masses given by ]fa{ while the masses of the fields y>{

are irrelevant. We next define 'currents' /,(*) by
<5£

h(x)
ò y>{(x)

1, 2 or 3, (29)

and consider the vacuum expectation value of the product of these three
currents. Further, we use perturbation theory and expand everything in
powers of gx and g2. The leading term is of order g2 gx an(i *s given by

F(z) <0 | jx(x) j2(x') j3(x") j 0>

gl gx 4+) (* - x'> «i) 4+) (*' - x", «2) 4+) (x - x", a3)

¦ J dy [AR (x - y, ax) A2+) (y - *', aò) A2+) (y - x", a,) + (30)

+ AR (*' - y, ab) A2+) (x - y, at) A2+) (y - *", a6) +

+ AR (*" - y, a.) Zl2+) (* - y, at) A2+> (*' - y, a,)].

The complex variables zk are defined by zx — (* — x')2; z2 — (*' — x")2
and z3 — (* — x")2. The first three factors in (30) correspond exactly to
the product of the three Zl2+) functions in (27). The expression inside the

square bracket in (30) is the same as the perturbation theory example
treated in appendix III of KW in Eqs. (A. 54)-(A. 59). It was there
shown that the Hankel transform of this expression with the aid of the

function A (a, b) can be written as

f dy
1

d°b [J A(ak, bk)

const
dv.x da2 d<x.3 ò (1 — a.l — a2 — a3)

^!a2a3 + ^agOC! + z^jo.2 - a^j - a2a4 - a3a5

(31)

We now consider the special case that two of the quantities at, a5 and at
are zero, while the third one is put equal to r. This can be done in three
different ways. If we further perform a differentiation in (31) with respect
to the mass that is equal to r, we get three integrals, one of which is given
by 1

doti da,2 da.3 ô (1 — ax — a2 — a3) a3/3
[^a2a3 + ^2axa3 + z3<x.1<x2 - ra3]2

(32)
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The other two terms are obtained after obvious permutations. The
integration over the variables oc in (32) is elementary and straight forward.
The result is

/3
; (-rz3)-log (r- - log (r-z2)

(r-zj (r-z2) + rz3
fz(z,r) (33)

The function /3(z, r) in (33) is the same as the function /3 defined in Eq.
(27a). The other functions /;(z, r) in (27a) are obtained from (31) for the
other choices of the relation between r and the masses at, ab and a6. In
this way we see that the Hankel transform of the perturbation theory
example given here, if differentiated once with respect to the variable r,
can be identified with three of the terms in our representation (27). The
corresponding Feynman diagram is shown in Figure 7. We have not been
able to find a similar connection between perturbation theory results and
the remaining term in our representation.

Fig. 7

Feynman diagram corresponding to Eq. (30) and related to three of the terms
in the representation (27)
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